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Recommendation ITU-T Y.3001
Future networks: Objectives and design goals

Summary
Recommendation ITU-T Y.3001 describes objectives and design goals for future networks (FNs).
In order to differentiate FNs from existing networks, four objectives have been identified: service
awareness, data awareness, environmental awareness, and social and economic awareness. In order
to realize these objectives, twelve design goals have been identified: service diversity, functional
flexibility, virtualization of resources, data access, energy consumption, service universalization,
economic incentives, network management, mobility, optimization, identification, reliability and
security. This Recommendation assumes that the target timeframe for FNs falls approximately
between 2015 and 2020. Appendix I describes technologies elaborated in recent research efforts that
are likely to be used as an enabling technology for each design goal.
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operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing
telecommunications on a worldwide basis.
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these topics.
The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1.
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NOTE
In this Recommendation, the expression "Administration" is used for conciseness to indicate both a
telecommunication administration and a recognized operating agency.
Compliance with this Recommendation is voluntary. However, the Recommendation may contain certain
mandatory provisions (to ensure, e.g., interoperability or applicability) and compliance with the
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other obligatory language such as "must" and the negative equivalents are used to express requirements. The
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Recommendation ITU-T Y.3001
Future networks: Objectives and design goals
1

Scope

This Recommendation describes objectives and design goals for future networks (FNs). The scope
of this Recommendation covers:
•
Fundamental issues to which insufficient attention was paid in designing current networks,
and which are recommended to be the objectives of future networks (FNs)
•
High-level capabilities and characteristics that are recommended to be supported by future
networks (FNs)
•
Target timeframe for future networks (FNs).
Ideas and research topics of future networks (FNs) that are important and may be relevant to future
ITU-T standardization are included in Appendix I.
2

References

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the
editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision;
users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the
most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the
currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within
this Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation.
[ITU-T F.851]

Recommendation ITU-T F.851 (1995), Universal Personal
Telecommunication (UPT) – Service description (service set 1).

[ITU-T Y.2001]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2001 (2004), General overview of NGN.

[ITU-T Y.2019]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2019 (2010), Content delivery functional
architecture in NGN.

[ITU-T Y.2091]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2091 (2008), Terms and definitions for Next
Generation Networks.

[ITU-T Y.2205]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2205 (2011), Next Generation Networks –
Emergency telecommunications – Technical considerations.

[ITU-T Y.2221]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2221 (2010), Requirements for support of
ubiquitous sensor network (USN) applications and services in the NGN
environment.

[ITU-T Y.2701]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2701 (2007), Security Requirements for NGN
release 1.

3

Definitions

3.1

Terms defined elsewhere

This Recommendation uses the following term defined elsewhere:
3.1.1 identifier [ITU-T Y.2091]: An identifier is a series of digits, characters and symbols or any
other form of data used to identify subscriber(s), user(s), network element(s), function(s), network
entity(ies) providing services/applications, or other entities (e.g., physical or logical objects).
Rec. ITU-T Y.3001 (05/2011)
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3.2

Terms defined in this Recommendation

This Recommendation defines the following terms.
3.2.1 component network: A single homogeneous network which, by itself, may not provide a
single end-to-end global telecommunication infrastructure.
3.2.2 future network (FN): A network able to provide services, capabilities, and facilities
difficult to provide using existing network technologies. A future network is either:
a)
A new component network or an enhanced version of an existing one, or
b)
A heterogeneous collection of new component networks or of new and existing component
networks that is operated as a single network.
NOTE 1 – The plural form "Future Networks" (FNs) is used to show that there may be more than one
network that fits the definition of a future network.
NOTE 2 – A network of type b may also include networks of type a.
NOTE 3 – The label assigned to the final federation may, or may not, include the word "future", depending
on its nature relative to any preceding network and similarities thereto.
NOTE 4 – The word "difficult" does not preclude some current technologies from being used in future
networks.
NOTE 5 – In the context of this Recommendation, the word "new" applied to a component network means
that the component network is able to provide services, capabilities, and facilities that are difficult or
impossible to provide using existing network technologies.

3.2.3 service universalization: A process to provide telecommunication services to every
individual or group of people irrespective of social, geographical, and economical status.
4

Abbreviations and acronyms

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms:
CDN

Content Distribution Network

ET

Emergency Telecommunications

FN

Future Network

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IC

Integrated Circuit

ID

Identifier

IP

Internet Protocol

OCDM

Optical Code Division Multiplexing

P2P

Peer-to-Peer

QoE

Quality of Experience

QoS

Quality of Service

SoA

Service-oriented Architecture

5

Conventions

This Recommendation uses "is recommended" to indicate the main points to be taken into account
in the standardization of FNs. Detailed requirements and their degree ("required", "recommended",
or "optional") need further study.

2
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Introduction

While some requirements for networks do not change, a number of requirements are evolving and
changing and new requirements arise, causing networks and their architecture to evolve.
For future networks, traditional requirements, such as promoting fair competition [ITU-T Y.2001],
which reflect society's values, remain important.
At the same time, new requirements are emerging. Numerous research projects have proposed
requirements pertaining to future society [b-NICT Vision] and [b-EC FI], and although there is still
a lack of consensus, it is clear that sustainability and environmental issues will be vitally important
considerations over the long term. New application areas such as Internet of Things, smart grids,
and cloud computing are also emerging. Also, new implementation technologies, such as advanced
silicon and optical technology, enable support of requirements that were conventionally considered
unrealistic, for example, by substantially reducing the production cost of an equipment. All these
new factors introduce new requirements to networks.
The basic architecture of large-scale public networks, such as telecommunication networks, is
difficult to change due to the enormous amount of resources needed to build, operate, and maintain
them. Their architecture is therefore carefully designed to be flexible enough to satisfy continually
changing requirements. For instance, Internet Protocol (IP) absorbs and hides the different protocols
and implementations of underlying layers and, with its simple addressing and other features, it has
succeeded in adapting to the enormous changes in scalability, as well as factors such as quality of
service (QoS) and security.
However, it is not known if current networks can continue to fulfil changing requirements in the
future. Nor is it known whether the growing market of new application areas will have the potential
to finance the enormous investment required to change the networks, if the new architecture is to be
sufficiently attentive to backward compatibility and migration costs. Research communities have
been working on various architectures and supporting technologies, such as network virtualization
[b-Anderson], [b-ITU-T FG-FN NWvirt], energy-saving of networks [b-ITU-T FG-FN Energy],
and content-centric networks [b-Jacobson].
It is, therefore, reasonable to expect that some requirements can be realized by the new network
architectures and supporting technologies described by recent research activities, and that these
could be the foundation of networks of the future, whose trial services and phased deployment is
estimated to fall approximately between 2015 and 2020. In this Recommendation, networks based
on such new architecture are named "Future Networks" (FNs).
This Recommendation describes objectives that may differentiate FNs from existing networks,
design goals that FNs should satisfy, target dates and migration issues, and technologies for
achieving the design goals.
7

Objectives

FNs are recommended to fulfil the following objectives which reflect the new requirements that are
emerging. These are objectives that are not considered as primary or are not realized to a
satisfactory extent in current networks. These objectives are the candidate characteristics that
clearly differentiate FNs.
7.1

Service awareness

FNs are recommended to provide services whose functions are designed to be appropriate to the
needs of applications and users. The number and range of services is expected to explode in the
future. FNs are recommended to accommodate these services without drastic increases in, for
instance, deployment and operational costs.
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7.2

Data awareness

FNs are recommended to have architecture optimized to handle enormous amounts of data in a
distributed environment, and are recommended to enable users to access desired data safely, easily,
quickly, and accurately, regardless of their location. In the context of this Recommendation, "data"
are not limited to specific data types like audio or video content, but describe all information
accessible on a network.
7.3

Environmental awareness

FNs are recommended to be environmentally friendly. The architecture design, resulting
implementation and operation of FNs are recommended to minimize their environmental impact,
such as consumption of materials and energy and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. FNs are
recommended to also be designed and implemented so that they can be used to reduce the
environmental impact of other sectors.
7.4

Social and economic awareness

FNs are recommended to consider social and economic issues to reduce barriers to entry of the
various actors involved in the network ecosystem. FNs are recommended to also consider the need
to reduce their lifecycle costs in order for them to be deployable and sustainable. These factors will
help to universalize the services, and allow appropriate competition and an appropriate return for all
actors.
8

Design goals

Design goals are high-level capabilities and characteristics that are recommended to be supported
by FNs. FNs are recommended to support the following design goals in order to realize the
objectives mentioned in clause 7. It should be noted that some of these design goals may be
extremely difficult to support in a particular FN, and that each design goal will not be implemented
in all FNs. Whether the support of each of these design goals in a specific FN will be required,
recommended, or optional, is a topic for further study.
Figure 1 below shows the relationships between the four objectives described in clause 7 and the
twelve design goals described in this clause. It should be noted that some design goals, such as
network management, mobility, identification, and reliability and security, may relate to multiple
objectives. Figure 1 shows only the relationships between a design goal and its most relevant
objective.

4
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Figure 1 – Four objectives and twelve design goals of future networks
8.1

Service diversity

FNs are recommended to support diversified services accommodating a wide variety of traffic
characteristics and behaviours. FNs are recommended to support a huge number and wide variety of
communication objects, such as sensors and terminal devices.
Rationale: In the future, services will become diversified with the appearance of various new
services and applications that have quite different traffic characteristics (such as bandwidth and
latency) and traffic behaviours (such as security, reliability, and mobility). This requires FNs to
support services that existing networks do not handle in an efficient manner. For example, FNs will
have to support services that require only occasional transmission of a few bytes of data, services
that require bandwidth in order of Gbit/s, Terabit/s, and beyond, or services that require end-to-end
delay that is close to the speed-of-light delay, or services that allow intermittent data transmission
and result in very large delay.
In addition, FNs will need to support a huge number and a wide variety of terminal devices to
achieve an all-encompassing communication environment. On the one hand, in the field of
ubiquitous sensor networks, there will be a huge number of networked devices, such as sensors and
integrated circuit (IC) tag readers, that will communicate using a very small bandwidth. On the
other hand, there will be some high-end applications, such as high quality videoconference
applications with high realistic sensation. Although the related terminal devices will not necessarily
be very numerous, huge bandwidths will nevertheless be required for the support of these
applications.
8.2

Functional flexibility

FNs are recommended to offer functional flexibility to support and sustain new services derived
from user demands. FNs are recommended to support agile deployment of new services that keep
pace with the rapid growth and change of user demands.
Rationale: It is extremely difficult to foresee all the user demands that may arise in the long-term
future. Current networks are designed to be versatile, by supporting basic functions that are
expected to accompany most of the future user demands in a sufficiently efficient manner.
However, the current network design approach does not always provide sufficient flexibility,
Rec. ITU-T Y.3001 (05/2011)
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e.g., when the basic functions are not optimal for the support of some new services, thus requiring
changes in these same functions. Each addition or modification of functions to an already deployed
network infrastructure usually results in complex deployment tasks that need to be carefully
planned; otherwise, this may have an impact on other services that are running on the same network
infrastructure.
On the other hand, FNs are expected to enable dynamic modifications of network functions in order
to operate various network services that have specific demands. For example, video transcoding
and/or aggregation of sensor data inside the network (i.e., in-network processing) should be
possible. It should also be possible to implement new protocols for new types of services in FNs.
Services should coexist on a single network infrastructure without interfering with each other, in
particular, when a network function is added or modified to support a certain service. FNs should be
able to accommodate experimental services for testing and evaluation purposes, and they should
also enable a graceful migration from experimental services to deployed services in order to lessen
obstacles to new service deployment.
8.3

Virtualization of resources

FNs are recommended to support virtualization of resources associated with networks in order to
support partitioning of resources, and a single resource can be shared concurrently among multiple
virtual resources. FNs are recommended to support isolation of any virtual resource from all others.
FNs are recommended to support abstraction in which a given virtual resource need not directly
correspond to its physical characteristics.
Rationale: For virtual networks, virtualization of resources can allow networks to operate without
interfering with the operation of other virtual networks while sharing network resources among
virtual networks. Since multiple virtual networks can simultaneously coexist, different virtual
networks can use different network technologies without interfering with each other, thereby
allowing better utilization of physical resources. The abstraction property enables to provide
standard interfaces for accessing and managing the virtual network and resources, and helps to
support updating of virtual networks' capabilities.
8.4

Data access

FNs are recommended to be designed and implemented for optimal and efficient handling of huge
amounts of data. FNs are recommended to have mechanisms for promptly retrieving data regardless
of their location.
Rationale: The main purpose of existing telephone networks has been to connect two or more
subscribers, enabling them to communicate. IP networks were designed for transmitting data
between specified terminals. Currently, users search data on the networks using data-oriented
keywords, and access them without knowing their actual location. From a user standpoint, networks
are used mainly as a tool for accessing the required data. Since the importance of data access will be
sustained in the future, it is essential for FNs to provide users with the means to access appropriate
data easily and without time-consuming procedures, while providing accurate and correct data.
The amount and properties of digital data in networks are changing. Consumer-generated media are
growing in an explosive manner: social networking services are creating huge volumes of blog
articles instantaneously; ubiquitous sensor networks [ITU-T Y.2221] are generating massive
amounts of digital data every second, and some applications called "micro-blogs" generate quasireal-time communication that includes multimedia data. These data are produced, stored, and
processed in networks in a distributed manner. In current IP networks, users access these data in the
network via conventional procedures, i.e., identifying the address and port number of the host that
provides the target data. Some data contain private information or digital assets, but there are no
built-in security mechanisms. More simple, efficient, and safe networking technology, dedicated to
handling huge volumes of data, will therefore be necessary in the future.
6
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The traffic characteristics of such data communication are also changing. Traffic trends in FNs will
depend mainly on the location of data, rather than the distribution of subscribers. Because of cloud
computing, information and communication technology (ICT) resources, such as computing power
and stored data in data centres, are increasing. Combined with the proliferation of mobile devices
having insufficient ICT resources, this trend is shifting data processing from user terminals to data
centres. FN designers therefore need to pay close attention to these changes, e.g., the growing
importance of communications in data centres, and the huge number of transactions in and between
data centres to fulfil user requests.
8.5

Energy consumption

FNs are recommended to use device-level, equipment-level, and network-level technologies to
improve energy efficiency, and to satisfy customers' demands, with minimum traffic. FN
device-level, equipment-level, and network-level technologies are recommended to not work
independently, but rather to cooperate with each other in achieving a solution for network energy
savings.
Rationale: The lifecycle of a product includes phases such as raw material production,
manufacturing, use, and disposal, and all these phases need consideration in order to reduce the
environmental impact. However, energy consumption in the use-phase is usually the major issue for
equipment operating 24 hours a day, as is often the case in networks. Among the various types of
energy consumption, electric power consumption is usually predominant. Energy saving therefore
plays a primary role in reducing the environmental impact of networks.
Energy saving is also important for network operations. Necessary bandwidth usually increases as
new services and applications are added. However, energy consumption and its resulting heat may
become a significant physical limitation in the future, along with other physical limitations such as
optical fibre capacity or operational frequency of electrical devices. These issues may become a
major operational obstacle and, in the worst case, may prevent new services and applications from
being offered.
Traditionally, energy reduction has been achieved mostly by a device-level approach, i.e., by
miniaturization of semiconductor processing rules and the process integration of electrical devices.
However, this approach is facing difficulties such as high standby power and the physical limits of
operational frequency. Therefore, not only device-level approaches, such as power reduction of
electrical and optical devices, but also equipment-level and network-level approaches are essential
in the future.
Switching in the optical domain uses less power than switching in the electronic domain, but packet
queues are not easy to implement without electronic memory. Also, circuit switching uses less
power than connectionless packet switching.
Networking nodes, such as switches and routers, should be designed considering smart sleep mode
mechanisms, as with existing cell phones; this is an equipment-level approach. For network-level
approaches, power-effective traffic control should be considered. A typical example is the use of
routing methods that reduce the peak amount of traffic. Another example is caching and filtering,
which reduce the amount of data that needs to be transmitted.
Device-level, equipment-level, and network-level energy-saving approaches that consider both
improving energy efficiency and reducing inessential traffic, are key factors of energy saving in
FNs.
8.6

Service universalization

FNs are recommended to facilitate and accelerate provision of facilities in differing areas, such as
towns or countryside, developed or developing countries, by reducing lifecycle costs of the network
and through open network principles.
Rec. ITU-T Y.3001 (05/2011)
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Rationale: Existing network environments still impose high entry barriers, both for manufacturers to
develop equipment, and for operators to offer services. In this sense, FNs should enhance
universalization of telecommunication services, facilitating the development and deployment of
networks and provision of services.
To that purpose, FNs should support openness through global standards and simple design
principles in order to reduce the lifecycle costs of the network, particularly development,
deployment, operation, and management costs, and so reducing the so-called digital divide.
8.7

Economic incentives

FNs are recommended to be designed to provide a sustainable competitive environment for solving
tussles among the range of participants in the ICT/telecommunication ecosystem – such as users,
various providers, governments, and IPR holders – by providing a proper economic incentive.
Rationale: Many technologies have failed to be deployed, to flourish, or to be sustainable, because
of inadequate, or inappropriate decisions, by the architect concerning intrinsic economic or social
aspects, (e.g., contention among participants), or because of a lack of attention to surrounding
conditions (e.g., competing technologies) or incentives (e.g., open interface). Such failures have
sometimes occurred because the technologies did not provide mechanisms to stimulate fair
competition.
One example of this is the lack of QoS mechanisms in the initial IP network implementation needed
in real-time services, such as video streaming. The IP layer did not provide a means to its upper
layer to know if QoS was guaranteed from end-to-end. Initial IP network implementations also
lacked proper economic incentives for the network providers to implement them. These are some of
the reasons that have created obstacles to the introduction of QoS guarantee mechanisms and
streaming services in IP networks, even when telecommunications ecosystem participants have tried
to customize networks, or have asked others to provide customized networks, to start a new service
and share its benefits.
Sufficient attention, therefore, needs to be given to economic and social aspects, such as economic
incentives in designing and implementing the requirements, architecture, and protocol of FNs, in
order to provide the various participants with a sustainable, competitive environment.
Ways of resolving economic conflicts, including tussles in cyberspace that include economic
reward for each participant's contribution are becoming increasingly important [b-Clark]. The use of
networks is considered to be a means of producing economic incentives in various fields, as the
Internet grows and brings together diverse social functionalities. Different Internet participants
often pursue conflicting interests, which has led to conflict over the Internet and controversy in
international and domestic regulation issues.
8.8

Network management

FNs are recommended to be able to efficiently operate, maintain, and provision the increasing
number of services and entities. In particular, FNs are recommended to be able to process massive
amounts of management data and information, and to then efficiently and effectively transform
these data into relevant information and knowledge for the operator.
Rationale: The number of service and entities that the network must handle is increasing. Mobility
and wireless technology have become essential aspects of networks. Requirements on security and
privacy need to adjust to expanding applications, and regulations are becoming increasingly
complicated. Moreover, integration of data collecting and processing capability due to Internet of
Things, smart grid, cloud computing, and other aspects, are introducing non-traditional network
equipment into networks, causing proliferation of network management objectives that further
complicate evaluation criteria. Thus, effective support for operators is essential in future networks.

8
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One problem facing current networks is that economic considerations have caused operation and
management systems to be designed specifically for each network component. Because the
proliferation of unorganized, disorderly management functionality, increases complexity and
operational costs, FNs should provide highly efficient operation and management systems through
more integrated management interfaces.
The other problem is that current network operation and management systems largely depend on
network operators' skills. A large difficulty exists therefore in how to make network management
tasks easier and to inherit workers' knowledge. In the process of network management and
operation, tasks that require human skill will remain, such as high-level decisions based on years of
accumulated experience. For these tasks, it is important that even a novice operator without special
skills can manage large-scale and complicated networks easily, with the support of automation. At
the same time, effective transfer of knowledge and know-how between generations should also be
considered.
8.9

Mobility

FNs are recommended to provide mobility that facilitates high-speed and large-scale networks in an
environment where a huge number of nodes can dynamically move across heterogeneous networks.
FNs are recommended to support mobile services irrespective of node mobility capability.
Rationale: Mobile networks are continuously evolving by incorporating new technologies. Future
mobile networks therefore are expected to include various heterogeneous networks, ranging from
macro to micro, pico, and even femtocell, and diverse types of nodes equipped with a variety of
access technology, because a single-access network cannot provide ubiquitous coverage and a
continuously high quality of service-level communications for a huge number of nodes. On the
other hand, existing mobile networks, such as cellular networks, have been designed from a
centralized perspective and main signalling functionalities regarding mobility are located at the core
network. However, this approach may limit the operational efficiency because signalling of all
traffic is handled by centralized systems so that scalability and performance issues arise. From this
perspective, highly scalable architecture for distributed access nodes, mechanisms for operators to
manage distributed mobile networks, and optimized routes for application data and signalling data,
should be supported for future networks.
Since the distributed mobile network architecture facilitates deployment ease of new access
technologies by flexibly locating mobility functionalities at the access levels, and optimized
mobility by short-distance backhauling and high-speed networks, it is the key for providing
mobility in future networks.
Technologies providing mobility services irrespective of a node's capability exist. However, this
service is not easy when the node has limited capability, such as a sensor. Therefore, how to
universally provide mobility should be considered in FNs.
8.10

Optimization

FNs are recommended to provide sufficient performance by optimizing network equipment capacity
based on service requirement and user demand. FNs are recommended to perform various
optimizations within the network with consideration of various physical limitations of network
equipment.
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Rationale: The spread of broadband access will encourage the appearance of various services with
different characteristics and will further widen the variety of requirements among each service, such
as bandwidth, delay, etc. Current networks have been designed to meet the highest level of
requirement for the services with a maximum number of users, and the transmission capacity of the
equipment that is provisioned for the services is usually over-specified for most users and services.
If this model is sustained while user demand increases, the network equipment in the future will
face various physical limitations, such as transmission capacity of optical fibre, operation frequency
of electrical devices, etc.
For this reason, FNs should optimize capacity of network equipment, and also perform
optimizations within the network with consideration to various physical limitations of network
equipment.
8.11

Identification

FNs are recommended to provide a new identification structure that can effectively support mobility
and data access in a scalable manner.
Rationale: Mobility and data access are design goals of FNs. Both features require a provision for
efficient and scalable identification (and naming) [ITU-T F.851] of a great number of network
communication objects (hosts and data). Current IP networks use IP addresses for host
identification. These are in fact host locators that depend on the points of attachment with the
network. As the host moves, its identifier (ID) [ITU-T Y.2091] changes, resulting in broken
communication sessions. Cell phones conceal this problem by managing the mobility issues in
lower layers, but when the lower layer fails to handle this, e.g., because of the access networks'
heterogeneity, this problem re-emerges. Similarly, there are no widely used IDs that can be used in
the identification of data. FNs therefore should solve these issues by defining a new identification
structure for efficiently networking among hosts and data. They should provide dynamic mapping
between data and host IDs, as well as dynamic mapping of these IDs with host locators.
8.12

Reliability and security

FNs are recommended to be designed, operated, and evolved with reliability and resilience,
considering challenging conditions. FNs are recommended to be designed for safety and privacy of
their users.
Rationale: Since FNs should serve as essential infrastructures supporting human social activity, they
should also support any type of mission critical services, such as intelligent traffic management
(road-, rail-, air-, marine- and space traffic), smart-grids, e-health, e-security, and emergency
telecommunications (ET) [ITU-T Y.2205] with integrity and reliability. Communication devices are
used to ensure human safety and support automation of human activities (driving, flying, officehome control, medical inspection and supervision, etc.). This becomes extremely important in
disaster situations (natural disasters, e.g., earthquake, tsunamis, hurricanes, military or other
confrontations, large traffic accidents, etc.). Certain emergency response services (e.g., individualto-authority) may also require priority access to authorized users, priority treatment to emergency
traffic, network device identification, and time and location stamping including the associated
accuracy information which would dramatically improve the quality of service.
All users have to place justifiable trust onto FNs to provide an acceptable level of service, even in
the face of various faults and challenges to normal operation. This ability of a FN is called
resilience, which is characterized by its two features: trustworthiness (how readily trust can be
placed on a system) and challenge tolerance. Trust can be gained from the assurance that the FNs
will perform as expected with respect to dependability and security. The trustworthiness of a system
is threatened by a large set of challenges, including natural faults (e.g., aging of hardware),
large-scale disasters (natural or man-made), attacks (real-world or cyber-based), mis-configurations,
unusual but legitimate traffic, and environmental challenges (especially in wireless networks).
10
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Challenge tolerance disciplines deal with the design and engineering of FNs so that they can
continue to provide service in the face of challenges. Its sub-disciplines are survivability, disruption
tolerance and traffic tolerance, which enact the capability of a system to fulfil its mission, in a
timely manner, in the presence of these challenges.
FNs are characterized by virtualization and mobility, and also by extensive data and services.
Security for networks with these characteristics requires multi-level access control (assurance of
user identification, authentication and authorization). This is an addition to existing security
requirements, such as [ITU-T Y.2701]. This includes protecting the online identity and reputation,
as well as providing users with the ability to control unsolicited communications. FNs should
provide a safe online environment for everyone, in particular for children, disabled people, and
minority groups.
9

Target date and migration

In this Recommendation, description of FNs is to meet the assumption that trial services and phased
deployment of future networks supporting the above objectives and design goals falls
approximately between 2015 and 2020. This estimation is based on two factors: the first is the
status of current and evolving technologies that would be employed in the experimentation and
development of FNs; the second is that any novel development that might take place well beyond
that estimated date is speculative.
This target date does not mean a network will change by that estimated timeframe, but that parts of
a network are expected to evolve. Evolution and migration strategies may be employed to
accommodate emerging and future network technologies. Such evolution and migration scenarios
are topics for further study.
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Appendix I
Technologies for achieving the design goals
(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.)
This appendix describes some of the technologies emerging in recent research efforts. These
technologies are likely to be used as an enabling technology for FNs and may play an important role
in their development. The title of each clause shows the technology name and the design goal that is
most relevant to the technology, to show the relevance to the main body of this Recommendation. It
should be noted that a technology may relate to multiple design goals. For example, network
virtualization deeply relates not only to virtualization of resources, but also to service diversity,
functional flexibility, network management, reliability and security. The clause title shows the most
relevant design goal.
I.1

Network virtualization (virtualization of resources)

FNs should provide a broad range of applications, services, and network architectures. Network
virtualization is a key technology supporting this. Network virtualization enables the creation of
logically isolated network partitions over a shared physical network infrastructure so that multiple
heterogeneous virtual networks can simultaneously coexist over the infrastructure. It also allows
aggregation of multiple resources and makes the aggregated resources appear as a single resource.
The detailed definition and framework of network virtualization are described in
[b-ITU-T FG-FN NWvirt].
Users of logically isolated network partitions can programme network elements by leveraging
programmability that enables users to dynamically import and reconfigure newly invented
technologies into virtualized equipment (e.g., routers/switches) in the network. Network
virtualization also has a federation of networks so that multiple network infrastructures can be
operated as part of a single network, even though they are geographically dispersed and managed by
different providers. Supporting programmability and federation requires support of the dynamic
movement of logical network elements, services, and capabilities among the logically isolated
network partitions. In other words, it is possible to remove a service or element from one network
partition and re-offer it in a different, logically isolated partition, in order to provide a continued
service or connection to the end users or other providers. By doing so, the end users or other
providers can locate and access such remote services and elements.
I.2

Data/content-oriented networking (data access)

The explosive growth of the world wide web in the Internet has caused a large volume of
distribution of digital content such as texts, pictures, audio data, and video data. A large portion of
Internet traffic is derived from this content. Therefore, several networking methods focusing on
content distribution have been proposed. These include the so-called content distribution networks
(CDNs) [ITU-T Y.2019] and peer-to-peer (P2P) networking for content sharing.
In addition, some novel approaches specializing in data content handling have been proposed from
the perspective of network usage [b-CCNX], [b-Jacobson] and [b-NAMED DATA]. They are
distinguished from existing networks in the concepts of addressing, routing, security mechanism,
and so on. While the routing mechanism of current networks depends on 'location' (IP address or
host name), the new routing method is based on the name of data/content and the data/content may
be stored in multiple physical locations with a network-wide caching mechanism. As for security
issues, there have been proposals where all data/contents have a public-key signature and can prove
their authenticity. Another research emphasizes naming and name resolution of data in the network
[b-Koponen]. Some approaches assume overlay implementation using existing IP networks, and
others assume a new implementation base in a clean-slate manner.
12
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There are a couple of research projects that propose a new paradigm called "publish/subscribe
(pub/sub) networking" [b-Sarela] and [b-PSIRP]. In pub/sub networking, data senders "publish"
what they want to send and receivers "subscribe" to the publications that they want to receive.
There are other research activities which are trying to create new network architectures based on
contents/data new information and information management model, see [b-NETINF] and
[b-Dannewitz].
I.3

Energy-saving of networks (energy consumption)

Reduction of energy consumption is extremely important with regard to environmental awareness
and network operation. This includes a variety of device-level, equipment-level, and network-level
technologies [b-Gupa]. Each technology, whether at the same or different levels, should not work
independently, but should cooperate with the others and provide a total solution that minimizes total
energy consumption.
Energy-saving of networks has the following three promising areas:
–
Forward traffic with less power
Existing data transmission is usually carried out with power-consuming devices and
equipment, and their energy consumption depends mainly on their transmission rate.
Energy-saving technologies enable to achieve the same rate with less power using lowpower devices/equipment, photonic switching, lightweight protocols, and so on
[b-Baliga2007], and thus reduce the energy consumed per bit transmitted.
–
Control device/equipment operation for traffic dynamics
Existing network devices or systems continually operate at full specification and full speed.
On the contrary, networks with energy-saving technologies will control operations based on
the traffic, using methods such as sleep mode control, dynamic voltage scaling, and
dynamic clock operation technique [b-Chabarek]. This reduces the total energy
consumption needed.
–
Satisfy customer requests with minimum traffic
Existing networks typically have not paid attention to the total amount of traffic to satisfy
customer requests. Networks with energy-saving technologies, however, will satisfy
requests with minimum traffic. That is, they can reduce inessential or invalid traffic such as
excessive keep-alive messages or duplicated user messages, by using multicasting, filtering,
caching, redirecting, and so on. They reduce traffic and hence reduce the total energy
consumption needed.
Based on these characteristics, energy-saving of networks can reduce total power consumption, and
serve as a solution to environmental issues from a network perspective. A newly implemented
service may increase energy consumption, but networks with energy-saving technologies can
mitigate this increase. Compared with cases having no energy-saving technologies, overall energy
consumption may even be able to be reduced.
I.4

In-system network management (network management)

Due to limitations of today's network management operations, a new decentralized network
management approach, called in-system management, is being developed [b-MANA], and
[b-UniverSELF]. In-system management employs decentralization, self-organization, autonomy,
and autonomicity as its basic enabling concepts. The idea is that, contrary to the legacy approach,
the management tasks are embedded in the network and, as such, empower the network to control
complexity. The FN as a managed system now executes management functions on its own. The
following are features of the in-system management for FN.
In the future, networks will be large-scale and complicated for supporting various services with
different characteristics, such as bandwidth and QoS, so network infrastructure and network service
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management will become more complicated and difficult. Various approaches have previously been
proposed for standardizing the network management system by defining the common interface for
the operation system, such as the service-oriented architecture (SOA) concept, but have not been
operated due to problems such as cost. This will worsen worse in the future due to the proliferation
of different management systems caused by increasing services, so high-efficiency operations and
management technologies are needed. Also, because current network operations and management
depend mainly on the skills of the network manager, facilitating network management tasks and
passing on workers' knowledge are significant problems.
There are two candidate functions to achieve these goals.
First is a unified operation and management system from the perspective of highly efficient
management; the other is a sophisticated control interface and an inheritance system of operator
knowledge and know-how for network operation and management by lower-skilled operators.
Below are candidates for FNs to achieve these goals:
a)
Common interface for operation and management [b-TMF NGOSS] and [b-Nishikawa]
This provides the high-efficient operation and management to adapt all network systems
that provide different services. The database technology is the key to automatically migrate
old system data containing user and infrastructure information to the new system.
b)
Sophisticated control interface and inheritance system of operator knowledge and
know-how [b-Kipler] and [b-Kubo].
In order to make network control and management of various network systems and services easier
for operators without special skills, FN operation systems should have autonomous control and selfstabilizing mechanisms. Sophisticated and friendly control interfaces will also help in some network
operation and management tasks. One viable approach is "visualization" of various network
statuses, as follows:
–
Visualization of system management (software-level technology)
Network visualization technology supports the work of the system administrator and
improves work efficiency by easily visualizing the state of the network. Visualization
technology includes monitoring of networks, fault localization, and network system
automation.
–
Visualization of infrastructure management (hardware-level technology)
Hardware-based visualization technology is also efficient for supporting field engineers.
This includes monitoring of fibre and states of communications, fault localization, and fibre
identification. It also makes it easy to identify the location of the failure, particularly if it is
on the network side or in user devices, which reduces maintenance costs.
I.5

Network optimization (optimization)

The appearance of new services will increase the bandwidth required by many users, while others
will remain satisfied with the current bandwidth, which widens the variety of bandwidth
requirements among users. Current networks have been designed to meet maximum user needs and
the capacity of the equipment is over-specified for most services. Network equipment in the future
will face various physical limitations such as capacity of optical fibre, operation frequency of
optical and electrical devices, and power consumption. Future networks should therefore be
designed to improve effectiveness of use in providing optimal (i.e., not abundant) capabilities for
user needs.
Three promising areas can address the above issues: device-level optimization, system-level
optimization, and network-level optimization.
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a)

b)

c)

Device-level optimization [b-Kimura]
This operation rate optimization technique, composed of an optical layer, electrical layer,
and hybrid optical/electrical layer, provides the minimum needed bandwidth for services
and applications.
System-level optimization [b-Gunaratne]
Though encrypting all data in networks is the ultimate solution against security threats, data
are currently selectively encrypted via higher layer functions, and higher layers are too slow
to encrypt everything. Optimizing security mechanisms, i.e., concentrating encryption
functions in lower-layer processing (physical layer processing technique such as optical
code division multiplexing (OCDM) transmission technology), and stopping higher-layer
encryption, would enable high security to be achieved at the same time as low latency and
power efficiency.
Network-level optimization [b-Iiyama]
This form of optimization tackles problems such as the physical limitation of optical fibre
capacity and operation frequency of electrical devices by changing the traffic flows
themselves. The technique also offers potentially higher utilization of network resources
such as network paths or equipment.
– Path optimization
Current networks, which transmit current services such as text or voice, cannot evolve
to high-speed, large-capacity, and low-latency end-to-end (E2E) for all optical
networks due to economical, technical, and other such problems. The path optimization
technique provides the optimized path considering service characteristics and traffic
conditions of the transmission route. It also has the ability to synchronize data sent by a
different path, thus enabling sending of information consisting of multiple data with
different characteristics by using a different path. Combined with operation rate
optimization, low- to very high-speed data transmission can be achieved in a single
network that enables simultaneous easy operation and improved effectiveness.
– Network topology optimization
This technology optimizes upper-layer (e.g., packet layer) network topology using not
only upper-layer information, such as geographical distribution of users' traffic
demands, but also topology information of underlying lower-layer (e.g., optical layer)
networks.
– Accommodation point optimization
In current networks, every service is transmitted on the same access line; therefore, an
access point accommodates all services for a user. This decreases accommodation
efficiency because each service has different characteristics such as bandwidth, latency,
and usability. The accommodation point optimization technique provides high
accommodation efficiency and flexible accommodation that enables optimization of the
accommodation point considering, for instance, the possible transmission distance for
each service, which fully uses the advantage of optical technologies and long-distance
transmission.
– Cache and storage optimization
The distribution of different contents in an efficient manner improving QoS at lower
cost is a challenge for future networks. The use of storage and caching capabilities
allows distributing and delivering contents as close as possible to the end users, thus
optimizing network performance and improving quality of experience (QoE) of the end
users.
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–

I.6

Computing optimization
The computing capabilities provided by the network allow the end users (principally
enterprises) to deploy and run computing tasks (software applications, including
optimization aspects). Distributed computing capabilities inside the network allow
more flexible use of the network and improve both service and network performances.

Distributed mobile networking (mobility)

In current networks, main functions, such as physical mobility management, authentication, and
application servers, are installed in the centralized systems or the mobile core network. This causes
problems such as scalability, performance, single point of failure, and bottlenecks.
A small and portable wireless access node with distribution of network functions, including
mobility functions, has been attracting broad attention as an alternative access method, especially
for residential and enterprise deployment [b-Chiba]. In this distributed architecture, the mobility
events and data paths can be managed and anchored as closely as possible to the terminals to
prevent scalability and performance issues. Single point of failure and bottleneck issues can also be
isolated since only a small number of terminals are managed at the edge of the access node level.
By flexibly locating functionalities, which have conventionally resided in the mobile core network,
at any part of the network in a distributed fashion, a highly efficient and scalable mobile network
can be realized. Thus, unlike the current mobile network, distributed mobile networking can:
–
localize and optimize the signalling and data paths;
–
enable the network administrator to control the signalling and data path;
–
locate the functional entities (e.g., mobility management) anywhere in the network (both in
the mobile core and access networks);
–
provide the discovery function (network resources and devices) of the connected devices in
both centralized and distributed fashions;
–
connect devices not fully capable of mobility and/or security without degrading those
features.
By supporting the above functionalities, distributed mobile networking can provide always-on,
always-best connected access with guaranteed end-to-end services.
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